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Bill,
I wanted to give you a quick heads up that I&#8217;m forwarding a meeting i=
nvitation to you from the Town of Littleton (Town Manager Jim Gleason) for =
an April 19th 10-11am.  The meeting is an outcome of a recent realization t=
hat DNCR was allowing motorized use (ATVs) on a few hundred yards of a segm=
ent of a DOT-owned railroad corridor in Littleton that was acquired with FH=
WA TE funds.

DNCR and the Town are considering options, including submission of a motori=
zed use exception request from FHWA for this short section.  DNCR initially=
 reached out to FHWA NH Division Office (Jamie Sikora) and got a somewhat p=
romising response.  This was shared with DOT today, including Commissioner =
Sheehan, on a standing DOT-DNCR leadership call and Commissioner Sheehan su=
ggested DNCR setup a meeting with the Town and include DOT.  Commissioner S=
heehan suggested that Planning &amp; Community Assistance may be the approp=
riate entity to attend the meeting given your office past involvement in th=
e Claremont waiver request and your ongoing interactions with FHWA.

Again, as such, I&#8217;ll be forwarding you a meeting invite shortly that =
DNCR staff forwarded to me.  My DNCR point of contact is Craig Rennie (Chie=
f of Bureau of Trails).  If you or another staff member wants specifics on =
the location, Lou Barker is very familiar with it and took part in a recent=
 field inspection with DNCR staff.

Thanks,
Shelley

PS: I would have called you, but I&#8217;m in a virtual meeting!
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<p class=3D"MsoNormal">Bill,<o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal">I wanted to give you a quick heads up that I&#8217;m=
 forwarding a meeting invitation to you from the Town of Littleton (Town Ma=
nager Jim Gleason) for an April 19<sup>th</sup> 10-11am. The meeting is an =
outcome of a recent realization that DNCR
 was allowing motorized use (ATVs) on a few hundred yards of a segment of a=
 DOT-owned railroad corridor in Littleton that was acquired with FHWA TE fu=
nds.
<o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal"><o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal">DNCR and the Town are considering options, including=
 submission of a motorized use exception request from FHWA for this short s=
ection. DNCR initially reached out to FHWA NH Division Office (Jamie Sikora=
) and got a somewhat promising response.
 This was shared with DOT today, including Commissioner Sheehan, on a stand=
ing DOT-DNCR leadership call and Commissioner Sheehan suggested DNCR setup =
a meeting with the Town and include DOT. Commissioner Sheehan suggested tha=
t Planning &amp; Community Assistance
 may be the appropriate entity to attend the meeting given your office past=



 involvement in the Claremont waiver request and your ongoing interactions =
with FHWA.
<o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal"><o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal">Again, as such, I&#8217;ll be forwarding you a meeti=
ng invite shortly that DNCR staff forwarded to me. My DNCR point of contact=
 is Craig Rennie (Chief of Bureau of Trails). If you or another staff membe=
r wants specifics on the location, Lou Barker
 is very familiar with it and took part in a recent field inspection with D=
NCR staff.<o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal"><o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal">Thanks,<o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal">Shelley <o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal"><o:p></o:p></p>
<p class=3D"MsoNormal">PS: I would have called you, but I&#8217;m in a virt=
ual meeting! <o:p>
</o:p></p>
</div>
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